
Lesson 5: 15% on Your Retirement Fund
Module 4: What can we do to prepare for retirement while considering 

Compound Interest and Inflation Rates?



We will get OLD, it’s just a matter of when, 
so stop being NORMAL instead start doing 
the following:
↗ Baby Step no. 4: 15% on Retirement FUND
↗ If you are on Baby Step 2 or 3 and you will finish 

those 2 steps in 2 years, then DON’T contribute on 
your retirement fund now. 

↗ If you are on Baby Step 2 or 3 and you are 
contributing via your company then contribute the 
MINIMUM amount



Retirement should 
be:

↗ It is a FINANCIAL NUMBER not an age
↗It is a BLESSING
↗A JOURNEY not a destination
↗Where you can finally have a full 

control of your day



Quick terms that we must check:

What is Inflation Rate? 

Compound Interest?



What kind of Retirement do you want?

How much retirement money do you need?

When do I start preparing for it?



Retirement Plan
↗ Cash
↗ Pension Funds
↗ Social Security
↗ Insurance Plans
↗ Real Estate
↗ Group Mutual Funds

Talk to your SPOUSE then to a Financial Advisor



To Do: Retirement Planning
↗How much contribution have you done on your pension fund i.e.

SSS, Company Match, Others
↗Identify what is 15% of your gross salary and how much are you 

still missing in terms of monthly contribution
↗Stay put if you are still on Baby Step 1, 2 
↗Already on Baby Step 3 

• Stay put, finish baby step 3 but start looking on options and understand your 
situation way more

• Do you want to buy a house?
• If you are not contributing 15% yet, where do you want to contribute the remaining 

%
↗We will discuss this more on Lesson 9



You can have
the Retirement life that
you want and deserve



hi@jojomurwira.com

QUESTIONS??
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